
ZERO GRAVITY 
FOUNDATION
Decentralized venture fund. International 
aggregator for digital, innovative and 
blockchain technologies



The purpose of creating the fund is to unite investors 
and business angels into a single decentralized pool 

Selection of the highest quality

and promising projects in the field of innovative 
technologies

Development and implementation

environmental programs through association with 
charitable foundations

Acceleration and scaling

developments and projects that can significantly 
affect the world around us, the economy and the 
quality of life of people
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Infrastructure & Ecosystem 
Zero Gravity Foundation

Blockchain platform

Open source ZHCash for business digitalization, building 
decentralized applications and databases powered by smart 
and intelligent master contracts

Developing environment

To identify and select innovative projects, conferences and 
forums are held at the international level

DAO ZHCASH

The founders of the Zero Gravity Foundation is a 
decentralized autonomous organization DAO ZHCASH. 
Community of business angels and developers

NEWDIGITAL LIFE

International forum on digital, innovative and 
blockchain technologies "New Digital Life", which 
unites businessmen, integrators, developers, 
engineers

Accelerator

Development of charitable and 
environmentally friendly projects. Online 
school of digital technologies with the 
introduction of VR / AR technologies
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Map of projects, 
developments 

Zero Gravity Foundation
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Unique projects in the field of VR reality

ZEROGRAVITY LAB
Aggregator of technologies and developers in 

the field of VR/AR and related equipment, which 
has its own network of showrooms

EDVROMENT
Learning Platform Using VR/AR Linguistic Neural 

Networks



VRAЮ

VR-reality app for adults with the effect of full 
immersiveness and presence

QUASARVR

AR/VR development studio

I am VR

Youtube, TikTok, Instagram media project: 
"Association of VR/AR Artists". Drawing teaching, 

digitalization of VR and NFT6

ZEROGRAVITY STREAM

Media platform 3D + VR. Large-scale broadcast 
service in 360 ֯mode

Projects in the field of VR reality
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Innovative projects in the field of AR reality

NEFERTITI

Exchange of NFT tokens with AR-
reality

CYBERION

AirDrop app with game mechanics 
in cyber style
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DIGIMALL
A platform for accurate navigation 

around the mall with AR reality and the 
possibility of gamification in advertising 

of its facilities

WINDICAR
Constructor-configurator of auto-tuning in VR/AR-

reality

Projects in the field of AR-reality
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Impressive solutions in the fashion 
and beauty industry

MIRRALUX

Mirror for trying on clothes with AR-
reality

INNONAILS

Mobile app. Technology progress in the 
beauty industry. Marigolds with AR 

reality and NFC chips

MIRRAGE

Makeup mirror with AR reality
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Progressive technologies in real estate

VISAR CRAFT
Fast “building” of houses and creating interiors using the 

capabilities of a neural network in VR / AR reality

PORTAL ESTATE
An international digital real estate agency with a choice, with 
the help of VR / AR-reality and full immersion in the property



CYBERLY

Marketplace and social network for 
cyborgs, the application was created 
as an ecosystem of support and help 

for people without limbs
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SAYBAY

Application for instant acceptance of 
orders for the translation of texts and 

documents with notarization

AGRO SHIPMENT

Platform for procurement and 
organization of logistics. Active use of 

resource capabilities during the harvest 
period, optimization of the flow of 

transport during loading and unloading 
using AI-intelligence tools

Social projects
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Neural networks and artificial intelligence

VIRTUALIS

Virtual promoter (online, video, 
hologram) using AI-intelligence, 

AR-reality, Deepfake technologies

TULOMA

Short video recorder using neural 
networks

SIMBIOTS STUDIO

Digital twins of people. Combining AI 
intelligence and virtual 3D 

consultants
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GLASS
AR-reality glasses for solving the main tasks: remote 

control of equipment, real-time assistance, staff training 
and collaboration on digital twins of equipment

CYBERSUITS
Cyber suit for rehabilitation, effective training of 
motor skills, healing and strengthening of the 

body, obtaining a full range of tactile and kinetic 
sensations in VR space

Innovative Devices
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Innovative Devices

ZENTORN
Modification coating with specially 

selected microporous structure and 
oxide phase composition. When 

coating, it helps to change certain 
properties of different surfaces

VALANKON
System of scalar propagation of sound 

waves in space

AQUALID
SOLO AQUA 2021 Device for ion-

structuring water



FUME.ID
Creation of individual aroma 

compositions based on psycho-
emotional reactions

SENSORYLAB
Neuromarketing R`N`D service

NEURO AIR
Smart multi-flow odor diffuser for 

point of sale and home
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Нейромаркетинг

FUME.ID



CONNECT
Modern video service. PBX for audio 

and video calls and group video 
conferencing

QUASAR TECHNOLOGY
Studio for developing new 

generation communication 
solutions. Revolutionary solutions of 

software engineers that have no 
analogues in the world

TG JUMPER
A turnkey solution for automating 

actions and promotion in Telegram. 
All in one! Inviter. Parser. 

Distribution and collection of target 
audience
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Коммуникации и маркетинг



MTM
Multiverse Talent Market. 

A multiverse of modern and antique art. 
NFT market & VR gallery

DEEPTOWN
Zero Gravity Multiverse. 

Multifunctional multi universe 
available for all devices

NFT GLOBAL NETWORK
The probability of buying goods 

and NFT lots will increase with the 
use of existing NFT markets of the 

network
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NFT & MULTIVERSE



QUANTUM ACADEMY
Academy of Quantum Consciousness. 
Education and training in innovative 

sciences and technologies

NETWORK
Within the framework and on the 
basis of the educational scientific 

center of the Academy of Quantum 
Consciousness, a large 

international educational network 
of a new formation is unfolding

BLOCKCHAIN
The network consists of a number 

of projects. Solidity academy. 
Python Studio. C/C++ training. 

Neural networks and AI
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Education and training



HOST 1
Data center.

Computing center.

hosting platform.

CORPORATE CLOUD
DAO and the fund has a large cloud 

infrastructure, which is managed 
by advanced technologies.

QCLOUD
Remote control of an unlimited 

number of computers and gadgets. 
Secure storage and transfer of data. 

Cloud antivirus system.
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Telecommunications
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Decentralized Autonomous Exchange
DAX platform (decentralized autonomous exchange -
Gravyplace), launchpad, tokenization of startups and 

attraction of investments with investor protection from 
the collapse of a startup or project, a unique and advanced 

technology in the field of acceleration

Initial DAX Offering
An investor can purchase GRAVY and exchange 
them for tokens of startups and projects of the 

Zero Gravity Foundation in the Gravyplace section 
of the DAX platform with their further conversion 

into shares

DAX, IDO & Launchpad DAO
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Creation of a fund

Creation of the Zero Gravity Foundation2021

Selection of projects & tech

2021–2025

Charity and ecology

Establishment of a charitable foundation 
and development of environmental 
projects

2021–∞

Selection of the best projects in 
the field of IT and Blockchain

Zero Gravity Foundation 
roadmap and planning
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Consortium

Creation of an association of funds whose 
activities are focused on the development 

of technologies in the field of IT, 
blockchain, VR / AR, AI

2022

Доступные технологии

Market launch of technologies and 
products designed to improve the 
quality of human life

2023–∞

Zero Gravity Corporation 

Creation of a corporation based on the 
development and implementation of 

innovative technologies in significant areas of 
human life and society

2024

2025
Program launch

ZeroGravity Universe
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For cooperation and partnerships

ZEROGRAVITY.FOUNDATION 

Decentralized venture fund website

E-mail:
zerogravity.foundation@gmail.com

ZHCASH.COM 

DAO ZHCASH site & IDO

https://zerogravity.foundation/
https://zerogravity.foundation/
https://zhcash.com/
https://zhcash.com/

